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ABSTRACT

Training Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) generally requires
large-scale labelled datasets. Unfortunately, the availability of reference labels for remote sensing applications that require multitemporal information is limited. Recently, self-supervised learning has been
proposed as unsupervised feature learning strategy to train deep neural networks without labelled data. Within this paradigm, networks
learn though solving a pretext task with a supervision signal extracted from the data self. In this thesis two pretext tasks to learn
from unlabelled multitemporal data are proposed: (1) discriminate
between overlapping and non-overlapping patches and (2) minimizing difference between overlapping patches in the feature space. The
aim of these tasks is to learn features that can be used in change
detection applications, hence the features should reduce radiometric difference due to acquisition conditions and enhance radiometric
difference caused by real changes on the ground. The developed pretext tasks are effective in the first, but can still improve in the latter.
Change detection with the proposed methodology results in a best
Average Accuracy of 81.90% and best F1-score of 45.36%, which is
better than learning from scratch.
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INTRODUCTION

1.1

motivation

Large amounts of remote sensing images are produced daily from
airborne and spaceborne sensors. Change detection refers to the comparison of such images acquired over the same geographical area at
different times to identify changes on the Earth surface [1]. Change
detection is a well-developed domain in remote sensing and has been
successful in various applications, including forest monitoring [2], [3],
urbanisation mapping [4], [5] and disaster monitoring [6], [7].
In recent years, deep learning techniques, especially Convolutional
Neural Networks (CNNs), have been successful in many image analysis tasks [8], including the analysis of remote sensing images [9], [10].
The success of deep learning has largely relied on supervised learning
on very large labelled datasets [11]. The popular image dataset ImageNet, for example, contains over 14 million images with associated
labels describing their content [12], although usually only a subset
of these images is used to train a network (e.g. 1.28 million in [13]).
Unfortunately, such large scale datasets are not available for multitemporal remote sensing images [14].
Transfer learning can form a powerful alternative to training new networks for each task (which is called training from scratch): features
learned by CNNs have shown great generalizing ability and can be
used in tasks other than the one they were originally trained on. For
example, image features learned by CNNs trained on general image
datasets, such as ImageNet, have been successfully transferred to the
remote sensing domain [15], [16], including change detection tasks
[17], [18]. Unfortunately, most available pretrained CNNs are trained
to classify natural color RGB images [13], [19], [20] and consequently
additional spectral information is lost when those networks are applied to remote sensing images with more spectral channels. Considering this and the limited availability of labelled data, unsupervised
learning methods which do not require ground reference data to train
a deep network, are of great interest for remote sensing image analysis in general and change detection applications in particular.
Unsupervised learning is not a new idea. In fact, the contribution
of Hinton et al. [21], in which an unsupervised Deep Believe Network (DBN) was trained in a greedy layer-wise fashion in order to
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obtain useful image representations to facilitate the subsequent classification task, led to the revival of the interest in deep learning [11].
DBNs are also adopted to extract feature for change detection applications. Zhao et al. [22] finetune a network based on a pretrained
DBN using pseudo labels describing the probability of a pixel being
changed obtained by clustering. A similar approach is adopted by
Gong et al. [23], although they use a methodology based on thresholding of spectral, textural and spatial information in superpixels to
obtain the pseudo labels for finetuning. Zhang et al. [24] successfully
apply Change Vector Analysis (CVA) [25] to features learned by a DBN
without finetuning of the parameters to the change detection task.
Another strategy to train deep neural networks without manual data
labelling is to define a pretext task that can be solved with a supervision signal extracted from the data itself. This subset of unsupervised learning methods is referred to as self-supervised learning.
Self-supervised learning methods include generative models, such
as Auto-Encoders (AEs) and Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs).
AEs learn to encode data to a compact representation and subsequently
reconstruct the data. Thus, the image itself is the supervision signal.
The features at the end of the encoder part of the network, called the
bottleneck, can be used for various subsequent tasks, including change
detection [26]–[28]. Zhang et al. [29] show that this approach can be
even used to learn features useful for change detection between multisource images by learning the AE to reconstruct the image acquired
at the second time-step from the image acquired at the first timestep.
consist of a generator and discriminator sub-network. The objective of the generator network is to generate real looking images,
while the discriminator network learns to distinguish generated synthetic images from real images. The self-supervised learning signal
is a binary label describing whether or not the image feeded to the
discriminator is real, which is information contained in the data itself.
In [30] a variant on the traditional GAN (i.e. auxiliary classifier GAN
[31]) is used to extract features from remote sensing images to be subsequently used in change detection. Both Gong et al. [32] and Hou
et al. [33] propose to use a siamese GAN with bi-temporal images as
input to generate a difference image.
GANs

However, training AEs and GANs is very hard. Self-supervised learning can be also applied to CNNs, as has been proven successful in
many image analysis tasks, such as image classification [34], semantic segmentation [35] and object detection [36], approaching performance of fully supervised methods. For example, Doersch et al. [36]
extract features from general images by using relative position of
patches sampled within an image as learning signal and apply the
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learned features to object detection. In [37] rotation of images is proposed as learning signal and features are successfully exploited in
image classification, object detection and image segmentation. Pathak
et al. [38] propose inpainting, in which a missing part of the image
is predicted by a network, as pretext task for image segmentation.
Furthermore, in [39] spatial context is used as learning signal in remote sensing images. Starting from Tobler’s first law of geography,
"everything is related to everything else, but near things are more related
than distant things", similar patches are sampled at close distance and
different patches at larger distances in order to construct triplets that
are used to learn features in a CNN, which are subsequently used for
land use classification.
In this thesis, self-supervised training of CNNs for change detection
is explored. The novelty of this work lies in the multi-temporal nature of the data; while many pretext tasks to train CNNs have been
proposed for general images [34]–[38] and even remote sensing data
[39], application of such features in a change detection task has not
yet been explored.
1.2

research questions

Based on the described objective, the following research question is
defined:
How can self-supervisory signals in unlabelled multi-temporal
remote sensing images be exploited to train CNNs for change
detection applications?
The main research question has been split up into three sub-questions:
1. How can a useful supervisory signal be obtained from unlabelled image pairs?
2. How can this supervisory signal be used to extract features for
change detection?
3. How accurate is change detection when using the extracted features?
The scope of the research is limited to change detection in urban
areas.
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1.3

thesis outline

The remainder of this thesis is organized into six chapters. Chapter 2
provides a theoretical explanation of background concepts. In Chapter 3 the proposed pretext tasks and the change detection methodology are presented, followed by the datasets and the experimental
setup in Chapter 4. Chapter 5 presents and discusses the learned features and their performance in the change detection application. In
Chapter 6 the conclusions of this thesis are presented. Lastly, in Chapter 7 some recommendations for further research are given.
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2

BACKGROUND

In this chapter the theoretical background as applicable to this thesis
is discussed. First, the key concepts of deep learning are explained,
followed by an introduction of CNNs; a type of deep networks specifically designed for image analysis. In section Section 2.3 common
learning paradigms are discussed and existing literature on self-supervised
learning with CNN is summarized. Lastly, in Section 2.4 key concepts
of change detection are introduced and existing literature on deep
learning in change detection applications is summarized.
2.1

introduction to neural networks

Machine learning deals with algorithms that attempt to discover or
classify patterns in data. The success of machine learning algorithms
is highly influenced by the way in which the data are represented:
the input features [40]. Feature engineering plays therefore a crucial
role in conventional machine learning, which requires a considerable
amount of skills and domain expertise [8], [41]. Representation learning methods in which useful features are learned from the data are
therefore highly desirable.
Deep learning methods are such representation learning methods.
Deep learning networks are typically composed of multiple stacked
layers of units, also called neurons. Each neuron performs a simple
function that transforms the input to a sightly more complex or abstract representation [8]. Different patterns can be distinguished by
activating different combinations of neurons. Due to the fact that each
neuron is involved in many different patterns and each input pattern
is represented by many different neurons, the networks is able to generalize beyond examples that are seen in the training data [42].
Deep feedforward networks, also called Multilayer Perceptrons (MLPs),
are the most fundamental example of deep learning networks. MLPs
are composed of an input layer, one or more hidden layers and an
output layer. Each layer contains a number of neurons (defining the
width of the layer) and each neuron is connected to all neurons in the
previous layer: the layers are fully-connected. In a feedforward network, data representations can flow in one direction only; from the
input layer, through the hidden layers to the output layer (Figure 1).
Thus, each neuron in an MLP receives input from all neurons in the
previous layer, starting from the input data. Each neuron computes
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Figure 1: Multilayer perceptron with one hidden layer. Each circle represents
a neuron and the arrows represent connections between them. Notice how each neuron is connected to the ones in the previous layer
and consequently to those in the next one.

a weighted sum of the input vector and passes the output through
a non-linear activation function [11]. Mathematically these two steps
can be described as
X
z=
wi xi + b
(1)
i

h = g(z)

(2)

where w denotes the weight vector and x the input vector. A bias term
b is often added to the weighted linear sum to adjust to output. g(z)
denotes the non-linear activation function applied to the weighted
linear sum z. Note that the input vector x can represent either the
input data (in the case of the first hidden layer), or the representation
computed by the previous hidden layer (in the case of subsequent
layers). A common choice for the non-linear function g(z) is a the
Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU) [19], given by
g(z) = max(0, z).

(3)

The key aspect of deep learning networks is that the parameters are
learned from the data, not manually set in advance. Optimizing the
weighs in a deep feedforward network is an iterative process with
multiple passes over the training dataset. Each iteration comprises
a forward and a backward pass. In the forward pass each input is
passed from the input layer, through the hidden ones to finally produce the output. The output type depends on the choice of non-linear
activation function in the output layer. The aim of the training phase

The weights and
biases together are
referred to as the
parameters.

2.1 introduction to neural networks

is to optimize the weights so that each input results in the desired
output. The performance of the network with a given set of weights
is measured by an objective function or criterion. Generally, the objective function is defined in such a way that it describes the error of the
network output. The objective function is therefore also called error
function, loss function or cost function.
The derivative of a function f(x) describes the slope of the function
at point x. Making a small adjustment of x in the direction of the opposite sign of the derivative, decreases the output by a small amount.
Minimizing f(x) can therefore be accomplished by repeatedly making
such small adjustments. The same principle can be applied to functions with multiple inputs; instead of the derivative f 0 (x) the partial
derivatives fxi (x) are calculated. The vector of the partial derivatives,
also called the gradient and denoted ∇x f(x), gives the direction of the
steepest ascent. In other words, a function f(x) can be minimized by
making repeatedly small steps in the direction of the negative gradient. This technique is called gradient descent [43].
In the backward pass, gradient descent can be used to optimize the
weights of the network by making small adjustments to the weights
in the direction of the negative gradient of the loss function with respect to each weight. The update rule for gradient descent can be
formalized as
1X
∇w L(x)
n
n

w = w−η

(4)

i=1

where w is the weight, n the number of training examples in the
dataset, η the magnitude of the adjustment, also called the learning
rate, and L(x) the loss function.
The gradients can be efficiently calculated with the backpropagation
algorithm [44]. Backpropagation refers to the recursive application of
the chain rule for derivation of composite functions, starting from
the gradient on the loss and moving backwards through the hidden
layers. The chain rule for differentiation of the composite function
z = f(g(x)) = f(y) with respect to x is given by
dz
dz dy
=
.
dx
dy dx

(5)

The chain rule can be extended to multiple inputs by summing the
result of the chain rule for each input of the outer function; the chain
rule for differentiation of z = f(g(x)) = f(y) with respect to xi becomes then
X ∂z ∂yj
∂z
=
.
(6)
∂xi
∂yj ∂xi
j
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Equation 4 becomes very inefficient and computationally expensive
for large datasets. The weights are therefore in practice updated by
computing the average gradient over a small sample of the training
data, called a mini-batch. As the average gradient over the mini-batch
is only an estimate of the average gradient over the training set, this
algorithm is called stochastic gradient descent (SGD).
The mini-batch estimate of the average gradient over the training set
is very noisy, causing the parameters to fluctuate around an optimal
trajectory [41]. An additional problem of SGD occurs when the derivative in one dimension in much larger than the derivative in the others;
minimization of the loss-function will show an oscillating pattern in
the dimension of the largest derivative, leading to slow convergence.
Adding momentum to the optimization algorithm [45] is one of the
solutions to these problems. The idea behind adding momentum is to
maintain a velocity over time, defined by an decaying moving average
of the gradients, to continue movement in direction of past gradients.
The update rule becomes then
1X
v = αv +
∇w L(x)
n
n

i=1

(7)

w = w − ηv
where v denotes the velocity and n the mini-batch size. The decay rate
is controlled by hyperparameter α. There are several variations on
momentum; e.g. RMSProp optimization [46], which divides the gradient by the decaying moving average of the squared gradients, and
Adam optimization [47], which combines both momentum and division by the moving average of the squared gradients. RMSProp and
Adam algorithms are also called adaptive learning rate algorithms, as
they adapt the global learning rate to each parameter.
During the training phase, the parameters of the network are adjusted to optimize the performance of the network on the training
data. In general, large networks with many parameters can easily fit
small training datasets. However, in practice the performance on the
training data is of little interest; the network should be able to detect
or classify patters in new, unseen data. An additional dataset, called
the test set, is used to measure this performance. If the gap between
the error on the training set and the error on the test set is large, the
model is overfitting the training data. Training a model so that it generalizes well to new data, requires a balance between the capacity of
the network and the size of the training set [41].
Unfortunately applying MLPs to image analysis is problematic for sev-
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eral reasons. Firstly, recall that each neuron in a MLP receives input
from all neurons in the previous layer. Consequently, to be able to process a full-size image, the first layer of an MLP must contain a huge
amount of parameters. For example, an image of 1000x1000 pixels
would correspond to 1 million input neurons. Learning 1000 filters
would therefore correspond to a billion parameters in the first layer
only! Secondly, MLPs are not exploiting the spatial structure inherently present in images. Moreover, MLPs are not invariant to shifts in
position or small deformations of patterns [41]. In the next section we
will discuss CNNs; a class of neural networks designed to deal with
these problems.
2.2

convolutional neural networks

Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) are designed to analyse data
with array-like structures, such as images (two- or three-dimensional
arrays of pixels). To the contrary of MLPs, CNNs are able to exploit the
spatial relations in an image explicitly. They do so by sliding a filter
defined by a set of learnable weights over the image. At every spatial
location, the dot-product between the filter and the image is calculated. The result is passed through a non-linear activation function
and stored at the same spatial location in an activation map. The similarity of this operation to a convolution, gives these type of networks
their name. One convolutional layer consists of several filters, which
enables the network to extract multiple features at one spatial location. The use of sliding window filters has two main advantages over
the neurons in MLPs: (1) the number of parameters is greatly reduced
due to spatial weight sharing and (2) they result in some degree of
shift invariance as the same features are extracted at each spatial location [41].
A typical CNN architecture contains several stacked convolutional layers, alternated with pooling layers. The first layers in a network learn
low-level features like orientation and color, while layers deeper in
the network combine information from low-level features to represent more complex concepts. The intermediate pooling layers reduce
the size of an activation map by employing a local summarizing filter,
commonly the maximum (max-pooling) [19] or average (avg-pooling)
[41] over the filter. This effectively increases the receptive field of the
subsequent convolutional layers, and benefits the networks robustness to shifts and distortions of patterns in the data [8]. Sometimes,
one or several fully-connected layers are added as classification layers
to the top of the network. CNNs can be trained with gradient based
optimization of the parameters via back propagation, just like MLPs.
The first successful application of a CNN was LeNet-5 in 1998 [41].
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Figure 2: Architecture of LeNet-5. Layers denoted by Cx represent the output of convolutional operations, layers denoted by Sx represent the
output of avg-pooling (in the original paper called sub-sampling).
Gaussian connections refer to the output type in the last fully connected layer. Image source: [41].

LeNet-5 contains seven layers in total; two convolutional layers, each
one followed by an avg-pooling layer, and three fully-connected layers, from which the last layer is the output layer (Figure 2). LeNet-5
was able to perform simple image classification tasks, such as digit
recognition, without feature engineering or manual parameter tuning.
The first CNN capable of more complex image classification tasks was
AlexNet [19]. AlexNet’s architecture is similar in nature to LeNet5’s but both deeper and wider; AlexNet contains five combinations
of convolutional and pooling layers followed by 3 fully connected
layers. The number of filters per layer increased dramatically with
respect to LeNet-5 (Figure 3). Krizhevsky et al. were able to train a
network with this amount of parameters due to the availability of
larger datasets and the implementation of new techniques to reduce
overfitting. In addition they were able to exploit the increased computational power provided by GPUs. AlexNet won the ImageNet Large
Scale Visual Recognition Challenge (ILSVRC) in 2012 by a wide margin, reducing the state-of-the-art top-5 error rate from 26.1 percent to
15.3 percent. The presentation of AlexNet meant a breakthrough for
deep learning. Since that moment, deep learning has gained popularity in many sectors and is used in many practical applications, such as
object detection [48], surveillance video analysis [49] and land cover
classification [50].
2.3

self-supervised learning of image representations

Learning paradigms employed to train CNNs can be categorized into
four groups based on the use of human-annotated reference labels
used during training [51]:
• Supervised learning: Supervised learning requires a set of labelled
examples {(xi , yi )}N
i=1 to learn predicting the label yi given in-
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Figure 3: Architecture of AlexNet. Each block represents the output of an
convolutional layer, split over two Graphical Processing Units
(GPUs). Max-pooling is applied after the first, second and fifth convolutional layer. The last three blocks represent fully connected
layers. Image source: [19].

put vector xi . Supervised learning is the most common learning
paradigm [8]. However, labelled data is often hard or expensive
to obtain and other learning paradigms have been developed
aiming to reduce the required effort of data labelling.
• Semi-supervised learning: Semi-supervised learning aims to learn
data representations from a dataset with only a small amount
of labelled data and a large amount of unlabeled data. For example, Wu and Prasad [52] use clustering to generate pseudo
labels to train a CNN for hyperspectral image classification on
a large unlabelled dataset, after which the network is finetuned
on a smaller labelled dataset.
• Weakly-supervised learning: Weakly supervised learning provides
another strategy to reduce labelling costs. Weakly supervised
methods learn from low-level, sometimes noisy, labels instead
of precise labels. For example, Papandreou et al. [53] propose
weakly supervised learning for semantic segmentation models
with only image level annotations. Obviously image level annotations are much easier to obtain than pixel-level annotations.
The authors propose furthermore a semi-supervised method using a small amount of pixel-level annotated images combined
with a larger dataset of weakly labelled data, using bounding
box annotations.
• Unsupervised learning: Unsupervised learning does not require
human annotated labels at all. Fully unsupervised methods that
do not use any labels to train CNNs are quite rare. Instead most
unsupervised methods use a pretext tasks that can be solved
with automatically generated pseudo labels, using only the data
itself. This subset of unsupervised learning methods is also referred to as self-supervised learning. In this thesis, self-supervised
learning is distinguished from other paradigms that use pseudo
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labels based on the difference between the pretext task and the
downstream target task.
The general pipeline for self-supervised learning comprises two stages:
first the network is trained on the pretext task and then the learned
features are transferred to the downsteam task, which might include
supervised finetuning of the parameters (Figure 4).

Figure 4: Self-supervised learning pipeline. Image source: [51]

A good pretext task for self-supervised learning requires the CNN
to learn semantically meaningful features to be solved. Several pretext task have been proposed in the literature. Doersch et al. [36] use
the relative position of patches to learn visual features. A similar but
more difficult task based on solving jigsaw puzzles is proposed in
[34]. Gidaris et al. [37] rotate images by one of four possible angles
and let the network predict the rotation. Dosovitskiy et al. [54] propose discrimination between surrogate classes created by the application of various augmentation techniques to randomly selected "seed"
patches. Other pretext classification methods are based on pseudo labels created by clustering [35], [55].
In addition to the pretext tasks based on single labels per image,
several methods based on dense labels have been proposed. Notable
tasks are image inpainting [38], in which a missing part of the image
is predicted by a network, and image colorization [56], [57] where the
colors of grey-scale images are predicted by the network.
What is more, several authors attempt to combine pretext tasks. Kim
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et al. [58] combine jigsaw puzzles with inpainting and colorization,
while in [59] jigsaw puzzles are combined with classification based
on pseudo labels obtained by clustering. Doersch and Zisserman [60]
show that performance of CNNs on the downstream task always improves with different combinations of four pretext tasks in a multitask network.
In this thesis, self-supervised learning for change detection in remote
sensing images is explored. In the next section, key concepts concerning change detection are introduced and existing literature on deep
learning in change detection applications is summarized.
2.4

change detection

In the introduction, change detection was defined as the comparison of multi-temporal images of the same geographical area to identify changes on the Earth surface. Generally, change detection methods can be divided into two groups [61]: 1) classification-level analysis and 2) feature-level analysis. Classification-level analysis refers
to methods that explicitly identify land cover classes to create the
change map. Post-classification comparison is the simplest example
of such a classification-level analysis; it produces a change map by
comparing single-date classifications [62]. Feature-level analysis, in
turn, refers to methods that compare images at spectral or feature
level. Such methods aim to generate change indices; new features
in which changed areas are highlighted. Most feature-level analysis
methods require a decision step in which the changed pixels are separated from the unchanged ones [61]. CVA [25] is a popular featurelevel change detection technique, in which the change index is computed as the vector difference using all (relevant) spectral bands [63]
or other data representations [30]. The magnitude of the vector difference describes the degree of change, whereas the direction of the
change vector can be used to distinguish different types of change.
The key point in feature-level analysis is to create a change index that
effectively highlights the changed areas. Traditionally, change indices
are created mainly by analysing the original spectral bands or handcrafted features. More recently, deep learning techniques have been
utilized to extract abstract and robust high level features for change
detection. Both supervised and unsupervised approaches have been
proposed. In supervised approaches, the change indices are often created implicitly and the decision step is preformed by a classification
layer at the end of the network, so that the network can be trained
end-to-end. In what follows, change detection methods that use features learned by CNNs are summarized.
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In general, CNN-based change detection methods can be divided into
three categories:
• Methods that use a pretrained network: Features learned by a CNNs
pretrained on large datasets can be used directly for change detection tasks by applying a traditional unsupervised method to
the deep features. Saha et al. [64] apply CVA to features extracted
from several intermediate layers of a CNN pretrained on remote
sensing images. They successfully distinguish between different
types of change in urban very high resolution imagery. Arabi et
al. [18] propose a binary change detection method based on
CVA applied to features extracted from VGG-19 [20] pretrained
on the ImageNet dataset [12].
• Methods that adapt a pretrained network: Methods that follow the
second approach, adapt a pretrained network to the change detection task by fine-tuning it with a smaller, task specific dataset.
Zhang et al. [17] adapt the DeepLabV2 network [65] pretrained
on the PASCAL VOC 2012 dataset [66] to the change detection
task by finetuning all layers of the network with a supervised
approach. In [67] a change index is generated by using the logratio algorithm as pseudo label to finetune a U-Net [68] trained
on remote sensing images, without the use of reference maps.
• Methods that train a network from scratch: The third category of
CNN-based change detection methods, uses a new network trained
from scratch. This approach is followed by many supervised
methods [33], [69]–[76], and some unsupervised methods [71],
[77]. The authors of both [71] and [77] use change maps generated by traditional unsupervised change detection methods as
pseudo labels to train the network.
Regarding architectures, siamese networks are a popular choice [17],
[33], [67], [69]–[74]. Such networks consists of two branches with
shared parameters. The branches accept separate inputs, which are
joined at some stage in the network so that the network has a single output. In the change detection literature two approaches can be
distinguished: patch-based approaches in which one label (changed
or unchanged) is assigned to the central pixel of a patch pair [69]–
[71] and dense approaches were each pixel pair is assigned a label
[33], [71]–[74]. The latter knows several strategies to predict labels for
each pixel-pair: no-downsampling [72], upsampling of feature maps
via bilinear interpolation [17], and encoding-decoding networks [33],
[67], [73], [74]. Encoding-decoding networks first encode the input in
a course representation and then apply transposed convolutions to
upsample them back to the original size. Networks of this type are
referred to as Fully Convolutional Networks (FCNs) because they do
not contain any fully connected layers [78]. In general, siamese FCNs
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used for change detection fuse the features of the bitemporal images
at the bottleneck of the network. In addition, most FCNs in change
detection applications use additional skip connections between the
encoder and the decoder, either concatenating the activation maps of
both branches [33], [73] or the difference between them [71], [73], [74],
an idea inspired by the U-Net architecture of Ronneberger, Fischer,
and Brox [68]. The motivation behind the skip connections is to pass
spatial details from the encoder to the decoder in order to produce accurate boundaries between class predictions. A example of a siamese
FCN with skip connections is shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5: Example of a siamese FCN with skip connections. Legend: blue
blocks represent convolutional layers, yellow blocks represent
max pooling, purple blocks represent transpose convolutions, red
blocks represent concatenation. The numbers in the blocks indicate the width of the layers and the red arrows illustrate shared
weights between the branches. Image source: [73].

Some authors propose extensions to the siamese CNNs described above.
Mou et al. [75] propose a combination of a siamese CNN and a Recurrent
Neural Network (RNN). First spatial features are learned from bitemporal images with a patch-based siamese CNN. Subsequently the
temporal dependency is analysed by the RNN. Finally, two fully connected layers perform the decision step in which the central pixel is
classified as changed or unchanged. Chen et al. [71] propose to use
the siamese FCN as generator in a variant on a GAN. The discriminator learns to discriminate between the reference image and the change
map produced by the generator, based on the bi-temporal images as
inputs.
While siamese architectures are the most used in supervised change
detection with CNNs, Peng et al. [76] propose a single branch CNN
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based on Unet++ [79]. UNet++ is an encoder-decoder structure with
skip-connections as in the original UNet [68]. Differently from UNet,
the feature maps in the skip-connections are passed through additional convolutional layers. Peng et al. [76] fuse the bi-temporal images as a first step of the network, rather than at the bottleneck as
common in siamese FCNs. Similar early fusion was proposed in [69]
and [73], as alternative to the siamese networks.
To summarize, CNNs have been successfully used in change detection applications. Many of these CNNs were trained from scratch in
a supervised way. The fact that collection of ground reference labels
is time-consuming and expensive, makes such methods less appealing from the application point of view. Recently, the self-supervised
learning paradigm has gained popularity in the computer vision community. Self-supervised learning can decrease the number of labels required for the downstream task. In the next chapters, self-supervised
learning for change detection is explored.
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METHODOLOGY

Let I1 and I2 be two multispectral images acquired over the same
geographical area at time t1 and t2 respectively. Unlabelled training
images are specified with subscript u and target change detection images are specified with subscript c . The main objective of this thesis
is to learn features for a change detection application from an unlabelled multitemporal dataset {(I1u , I2u )i }N
i=1 .
Ideally, the radiometric properties for I1c and I2c are equal for areas
were no changes has occurred. Unfortunately, this is seldom the case
[80]. The aim is therefore to learn features that highlight real changes
on the ground and ignore radiometric difference due to acquisition
conditions. To this end two pretext tasks are proposed: (1) discriminate between overlapping and non-overlapping patches and (2) minimizing the difference between overlapping patches in the feature
space. The pretext tasks are described in detail in Section 3.1.
The parameters learned by self-supervised training serve as a pretrained model and are transferred to the change detection task via
a manual layer selection step (Figure 6). The performance on the
change detection tasks is used to evaluate the quality of the learned
features. The change detection problem and methodology is explained
in Section 3.2. Lastly, in Section 3.3 the choice of architecture is discussed.
Self supervised pretraining
Image
Iu1

Change detection

Image
Iu2

Image
Ic1

Image
Ic2

Set of patches P

CNN

Layer
selection

Pretrained
CNN
layers
Classifier
Change map
Ω = {ωnc, ωc}

Pretext
task output

Figure 6: Overview of the methodology.
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3.1

proposed pretext tasks

In the following two subsections, the two proposed pretext tasks for
pretraining the CNN are described. Both tasks use a set of squared
N
1 2
patches P = {Pj }K
j=1 extracted from unlabelled image pairs {(Iu , Iu )i }i=1
as input.
3.1.1 Pretext task 1: discriminate between overlapping and non-overlapping
patches
The first task is a binary classification task that requires the network
to predict whether or not a patch pair is overlapping. Each training
example Pj contains a patch pair {(p1 , p2 )j , yj }. The associated pseudo
label equals yj = 0 for spatially overlapping pairs and yj = 1 for spatially non-overlapping ones. The patch pairs are spatially and temporally randomly sampled from the unlabelled image pairs, and equally
divided over the two classes. The task is illustrated in Figure 7a-c.
The underlying hypothesis is that sampling p1 and p2 randomly from
either I1u or I2u learns the model to ignore irrelevant radiometric variations due to acquisition conditions and to focus on relevant spatial
similarity/dissimilarity between patches, for the reason that the overlapping pairs might be taken under very different acquisition conditions, while the non-overlapping ones could be radiometrically very
similar if they come from the same image Ii .
The parameters of the network are optimized by minimizing binary
cross-entropy loss, given by
L = −(yj · log(P(yj )) + (1 − yj ) · log(1 − P(yj )))

(8)

where and P(yj ) the probability of pseudo label yj given input Pj
as calculated by the logistic sigmoid function that is applied as nonlinear activation function in the output layer of the network. The logistic sigmoid function is given by
σ(z) =

1
.
1 + exp(−z)

(9)

where z is the logit.
3.1.2 Pretext task 2: Minimizing the difference between overlapping patches
in the feature space
The second pretext task aims to learn image representations that
project overlapping patches close to each other in the high dimensional feature space and non-overlapping patches far away. The patch
sampling strategy is similar to the one described in Section 3.1.1, with
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patches spatially and temporally randomly sampled in unlabelled image pairs. However, each training example Pj contains one extra patch
to form patch triplet (p1 , p2 , p3 )j . Patches p1 and p2 are spatially overlapping, while p3 is not (Figure 7a and d.).
The distance between features extracted from overlapping patches p1
and p2 should be close to zero, while the distance between feature extracted from disjoint patches p1 and p3 should be larger by a margin
m. This can be accomplished with by minimizing the triplet margin
loss with additional L1 loss. The complete loss function is given by
L=

1
RC

R,C
X
r=1,c=1

max(||z1 − z2 ||2 − ||z1 − z3 ||2 + m, 0) + γ · |z1 − z2 | (10)

where zi is the feature vector extracted at pixel r, c of pi and γ a
hyperparameter to balance the triplet loss and L1 loss functions.
3.2

change detection with deep features

The change detection problem is defined as a dense classification
problem, in which the aim is to divide the pixels of change detection image pair (I1c , I2c ) into two classes: ωc (changed) and ωnc (unchanged), were ωc corresponds to urban changes due to anthropogenic
activities. Hence, natural changes, such as changes in the phenological state of the vegetation, and radiometric differences due to acquisition conditions are labelled as unchanged pixel pairs. However, the
approach is generic and can be applied to other kinds of change.
One of the strategies to use the learned features in a change detection application is to treat the CNN as a fixed feature extractor. This
methodology is simple and fast since no finetuning of the parameters is required. In this thesis, it is the preferred methodology as it
allows for uncompromised evaluation of the learned features. That
being said, the features are sub-optimal for change detection as the
parameters are optimised towards the pretext task. Therefore an additional manual feature layer selection step is added, as described in
the next section.
3.2.1 Feature layer selection
The deeper layers in the network are likely to be more task-specific,
which means that earlier layers might be more suitable for the downstream task [37]. The feature layer selection step is specifically added
to select the feature layer that results in the highest change detection performance. Image pairs (I1c , I2c )i are passes as input to the network and at each layer l features f1l,i and f2l,i are extracted. Classifiers
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(a) Location of patches in unlabelled image pair.

(b) Overlapping patch pair

(c) Non-overlapping patch pair

(d) Patch triplet

Figure 7: Illustration of patch sampling strategy for pretext task one and
two. (a) Patches are spatially and temporally randomly sampled in
the unlabelled image pair (I1u , I2u ). The colored squares represent
the sampled patches. (b) Overlapping patch pair for pretext task 1.
The red and green patches represent respectively p1 and p2 . The
associated pseudo label yj = 0. (c) Non-overlapping patch pair for
pretext task 1. The red patch represents again p1 and the blue one
p2 . The associated pseudo label yj = 1. (d) Patch triplet for pretext task 2. The red and green patches represent the overlapping
patches p1 and p2 . The blue patch represents the non-overlapping
patch p3 .

are then trained on top of features extracted from a specific layer l.
The classifiers comprise one convolutional layer with 1x1 filters and
a softmax activation function. The parameters in the classifier are optimized by minimizing weighted cross entropy loss, given by
L = wyi (−log (P(yi )))

(11)
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where wyi the class weight of the true class and P(yi ) the probability
of the true class as calculated by the softmax non-linearlity:
exp(zi )
Softmax(zi ) = P
k exp(zk )

(12)

which corresponds to computing a probability distribution over the
classes k ∈ {ωc , ωnc }. Performance of each layer is manually compared, and the layer with the highest performance is selected for the
change detection task.
3.2.2 Classifiers for change detection
The selected layer is used to extract features from the change detection image pairs. I discriminate between unchanged (ωnc ) and
changed (ωc ) pixels, based on the assumption that the unchanged
pixels result in similar features and the changed pixels yield dissimilar features over time. Three classifiers are compared for this task: (1)
a 1-layer convolutional classifier, (2) a 2-layer convolutional classifier,
and (3) CVA. The convolutional classifiers are trained in a supervised
way on the complete training set, using optimization by minimizing
weighted cross entropy loss as described in Section 3.2.1. CVA is an
unsupervised method and does not require any training. However,
the classification with CVA is not fully unsupervised as ground reference maps are used to select the optimal feature layer.
Traditional CVA comprises three steps. First the magnitude ρ of the
change vectors is computed, defined as
v
u B
uX
ρ=t
(I1c,b − I2c,b )2
(13)
b=1

where b represents one dimension of the input feature vectors. Changed
pixels will result in large magnitudes, whereas unchanged pixels
show relatively low magnitude. As a second step a decision function
is applied to distinguish between these two classes. The third step
comprises the calculation of the angle between the change vectors to
distinguish between different kinds of changes, given by


,v
u B
B
B
uX
X
X
α = arccos 
(tb rb ) t
t2b
r2b 
(14)
b=1

b=1

b=1

where tb and rb are the bth components of the change vectors t and
r [63].
Any suitable thresholding technique can be employed as decision
function. In this thesis, two techniques are compared: Otsu’s global
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thresholding [81] and the triangle method as proposed in [82] and
[83]. Both methods automatically select a threshold based on graylevel histograms. Otsu’s thresholding does this by minimizing the ratio of intraclass and interclass variation. This works well for bi-modal
distributions. The triangle method in turn is especially suitable for
unimodal, skewed distributions; it selects the threshold by drawing
a straight line from the peak of the histogram to the first empty bin
and maximizing the perpendicular distance between this line and the
histogram (Figure 8).

Figure 8: Illustration of the triangle tresholding method. Image source: [83]

3.3

architectures

Both proposed pretext tasks and the change detection task require the
network to compare image patches. Multi-branch architectures allow
for such comparison by extracting equal features from the patches.
Here a no-downsampling strategy is applied, because the downstream
task requires dense prediction. Preliminary experiments show that
the tasks can be solved with 3 convolutional layers in the branches.
Pretext task 1 requires fusion of patches before classification. Daudt
et al. [73] show that taking the absolute difference between deep features forces the network explicitly to compare them. Here the same
reasoning is followed, and features are fused through the absolute difference rather than by concatenation. Finally one convolutional layer
and a fully connected classifier will be added to allow for joint reasoning on the two images. Batch-normalization and ReLU non-linearities
are applied after each layer, except the finally fully connected layer of
the classifier (Figure 9). The network for pretext task 2 uses the same
design in the branches, but does not have any additional layers, as
comparison is performed by the loss function (Figure 10).
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Figure 9: Architecture for pretext task 1. The orange blocks represent 3x3
convolutional layers, batch-normalization and ReLU activations in
a darker shade. The layers in the branches share weights. The purple blocks represent fully connected layers. The convolutional layers have 32 filters each, while the fully connected layers have respectively 128, 64 and 2 units.
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Figure 10: Architecture for pretext task 2. The orange blocks represent 3x3
convolutional layers, batch-normalization and ReLU activations
in a darker shade. The layers in the branches share weights and
have 32 channels each.
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D ATA S E T S A N D E X P E R I M E N TA L S E T U P

This chapter presents the datasets and experimental setup of the research. Section 4.1 presents the unlabelled training dataset and the
change detection dataset, and Section 4.2 explains the steps used to
evaluate the dataset quality. The following sections present consecutively the self-supervised training setup (Section 4.3), feature layer
selection setup (Section 4.4), qualitative feature evaluation steps (Section 4.5) and the change detection setup (Section 4.6). Section 4.7
presents the experimental setup for F1-score optimization, and lastly,
in Section 4.8 the hardware and software used in this thesis are presented.
4.1

datasets

In this thesis two datasets are used. A large unlabelled dataset to learn
semantically useful image representations and a smaller labelled dataset for change detection. The unlabelled dataset is divided into a training, validation and test split. The change detection dataset is divided
into a training split and test split only, because of the limited size of
the dataset.
4.1.1 Unlabelled training dataset
A dataset of unlabelled Sentinel-2 level 1C image pairs {(I1u , I2u )i }N
i=1 ,
is created for self-supervised training. As the scope of this thesis is
limited to urban change detection, the image pairs are focused on
urban areas. Locations are selected based on two databases containing central coordinates of major cities in the world [84], [85]. Based
on empirical evaluation of the amount of non-urban area in the images, cities with less than 200.000 inhabitants are excluded. Moreover, database entries with incomplete information (i.e. missing coordinates or missing population number) and duplicate cities are removed.
Image pairs (I1u , I2u )i are selected randomly from available Sentinel-2
images of each location with less than one percent cloud cover. Bands
with a spatial resolution smaller than 10m are resampled to 10m and
images are cropped to approximately 600x600 pixels centered on the
coordinates. Hence, every image covers approximately 3.6km2 . According to the Sentinel User Guide [86], level 1C processing includes
spatial registration with sub-pixel accuracy. Therefore no image reg-
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istration is performed.
Visual assessment of a sample of image pairs revealed a specific error
in the form of diagonal stripes in some of the images. An automated
filtering methodology is developed to remove these images (see Appendix A for methodology). The final unlabelled training dataset contains n=1520 image pairs, spread over all inhabited continents, with
the highest concentration of image pairs in North-America, Europe
and Asia (Figure 11). The size of some images is smaller than 600x600
pixels (Figure 12c and d). This is a result of the fact that some coordinates were located close to the edge of a Sentinel tile, the multitemporal images were then cropped to the tile border.

Figure 11: Location of image pairs in the unlabelled training dataset.

4.1.2 Change detection dataset
For the change detection task the OSCD benchmark dataset with annotated urban changes is used [69]. The OSCD dataset contains 24
Sentinel-2 image pairs with dense reference labels {(I1c , I2c )i , Ωi }24
i=1
where Ω ∈ {ωnc , ωc }. Images are approximately 600x600 pixels and
contain scenes with different levels of urbanisation. The dataset is
originally divided into 14 training pairs with freely available ground
reference maps and 10 test pairs for which reference labels are only
available through the DASE dataportal (http://dase.grss-ieee.org/).
Here 12 images are used as training set; the remaining 2 images for
which ground reference maps are freely available will be added to
the test set in order to be able to qualitatively evaluate the change
detection results.
4.2

geometric and radiometric quality assessment of
datasets

One of the main sources of error in change detection applications,
deep or not, is misregistration [1], [62], [87], [88]; according to [89]–
[91] sub-pixel registration accuracy is required to achieve a change
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 12: Example image pairs of the unlabelled training dataset (RGB). a)
I1u General Santos (Philippines), acquisition date 02/04/2016 and
b) I2u General Santos, acquisition date 21/02/2018. c) I1u Khŭjand
(Tajikistan), acquisition date 26/06/2018, and d) I2u Khŭjand, acquisition date 16/06/2019. Note the reduced image height and
the eminent radiometric difference between the two acquisitions
of Khŭjand.

detection error below ten percent. Image registration refers to the
alignment of multitemporal images so that corresponding pixels refer to the same geographic location. The registration accuracy in the
datasets used in this thesis, is evaluated by a template matching approach, computing the translational shift in the x and y direction
required to obtain maximal cross-correlation similarity in the Fourier
domain. To this end the one-step Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) algorithm [92] is applied. This algorithm starts from an coarse initial
estimate of the cross-correlation peak obtained by the Fast Fourier
Transform (FFT) method with a small upsampling factor. The estimated location of the peak is then refined by computing upsampled
cross-correlation in a small neighborhood around the initial estimate
only.
In addition to geometric registration accuracy, the datasets are evaluated on radiometric registration accuracy, by computing the per band,
pixelwise Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) of Digital Number (DN)-
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values. Image pairs with a misregistration larger than one pixel in
either the x or y direction are excluded from evaluation.
4.3

self-supervised pretraining setup

The parameters are optimized using the Adam optimization algorithm [47] with the suggested defaults for the hyperparameters (β1 =
0.9, β2= 0.999). Training is completed when validation loss does not
improve with at minimum 0.01 for more than 5 epochs. The networks
with the lowest validation loss on each pretext task are retained.
The following training settings are used for both pretext task 1 and 2:
• Learning rate: 0.001.
The global learning rate is fixed during training.
• Weight decay: 0.0001.
L2-regularization to reduce the risk of overfitting.
• Mini-batch size: 25.
• Sets of patches (P) per images: 5.
At each epoch 5 sets of patches (either patch pairs for pretext
task 1 or patch triplets for pretext task 2) are randomly sampled
from each unlabelled image pair (I1u , I2u ).
Furthermore, the weighting parameter γ that balances triplet loss and
L1 loss in the second pretext task is set to 1, as both losses were of
approximately equal magnitude.
The unlabelled dataset of image pairs {(I1u , I2u )i }N
i=1 is divided into
3 splits using the following distribution: 85% training, 10% validation and 5% test. Dividing the image pairs over the splits rather than
sets of patches avoids data leakage due to overlap in the splits. The
training split is shuffled after each epoch and data augmentation is
applied to the sets of patches extracted from the image pairs to artificially enlarge the dataset and reduce the risk of overfitting [19]. Three
data augmentation strategies are used, being horizontal and vertical
reflections and multiple of 90 degree rotations.
Pretraining performance on pretext task 1 is assessed based on accuracy of predictions on the pretext task self, calculated as the number
of correct predictions divided by the total number of patch pairs. Pretraining performance on pretext task 2 is assessed by comparing loss
over the validation and test split. Performance is measured on both
the unlabelled training dataset and the change detection dataset, in
order to detect overfitting and potentially domain gap between the
two datasets. Note how no ground reference labels are required to

Data leakage refers
to a situation in
which information
from the training
data is present in the
data that is used to
validate the model
[93].
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measure performance on the pretext task, therefore the test set of the
OSCD dataset can be used.
4.4

feature layer selection setup

The performance of features fl on the change detection task is compared using 3-fold Cross-Validation (CV) on the OSCD training set.
The OSCD training set contains 12 image pairs ((I1c , I2c ), Ω), hence, 4
pairs per fold. To be able to learn classifiers on the features generated
by layers in the branches (l ∈ [1, 3]), the absolute difference between
features f1l and f2l is used as input to each classifier. The classifier can
be learned directly on top of features f4 , (i.e. l = 4 is the joint layer in
the CNN for pretext task 1).
The classifiers are trained for a maximum of 120 epochs. Early stopping is applied if the validation loss does not improve for more than
10 epochs. The Adam optimization algorithm and the same data augmentation strategies and hyperparameter settings as in the pretraining stage are used. The number of unchanged pixels in the change
detection dataset is much larger than the number of changed pixels. The errors in changed pixels are therefore weighted more heavily
than errors in unchanged pixels, with the weights being inversely proportional to the number of pixels in each class.
As the number of images in the change detection dataset is smaller
than in the unlabelled dataset, the number of patches per image per
epoch is increased to 100; patch pairs are first sampled in a grid-wise
manner and additional pairs are sampled in randomly until each image pair provides 100 patches. To make sure that the results for each
layer are comparable, the patches are passed to the classifiers in the
same order.
Performance is evaluated based on F1-score and Average Accuracy
(AA). Both metrics are suitable for unbalanced datasets (note that the
number of changed pixels is typically much smaller than the number
of unchanged pixels) and range from 0 to 100%, with 100% representing a perfect prediction. AA is defined as the average of the per class
accuracy. In the binary case, the accuracy of the positive class is also
known as sensitivity or recall, while accuracy over the negative class is
known as specificity. AA is thus given by
AA =

sensitivity + specificity
.
2

(15)

The F1-score evaluates the accuracy of change detection with respect
to the number of false positives, by calculating the harmonic mean of
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precision and recall. Precision is defined as as the proportion of pixels
classified as changed that is truly changed. The F1-score is given by
F1 = 2 ·
4.5

precision · recall
.
precision + recall

(16)

qualitative evaluation of learned features

Features learned by the pretext tasks should facilitate the subsequent
change detection task. This means that the features should inhibit the
following characteristics: (1) radiometric variations due to acquisition
conditions should be suppressed, (2) relevant changes on the ground
should be highlighted. The first requirement is evaluated through
qualitative analysis of the features extracted from an image pair with
snow cover in one of the acquisitions and the second one by zooming in on features extracted from a patch with known difference (i.e.
from the OSCD training set). In both cases, analysis is performed on
the normalized sum of the absolute difference between features extracted from both time steps (i.e the normalized sum of the input to
the classifiers used in the feature layer selection step).
Moreover, changes in the OSCD dataset are defined as urban changes
due to anthropogenic activities. It is therefore important that the features are semantically meaningful, so that changes due to e.g. changing phenological state of vegetation can be distinguished from relevant urban changes. In order to assess whether the networks learned
semantically meaningful features, the activation scores for the filters
in the best layer according to the feature layer selection phase are
further analysed, following the methodology described in [34]. 96x96
patches are extracted on a grid from each image in the OSCD dataset
and passed as input to the pretrained networks. The patches are
ranked based on the L1-norm of each activation map and the 6 highest ranked patches are analysed on semantic content.
4.6

change detection setup

Three classifiers are compared for the change detection task:
• 1-layer conv.: a 1-layer convolutional classifier with 2 convolutional filters of size 1x1 and a softmax activation function. 1x1
filters compute a pixel-wise weighted sum over the extracted
features and the softmax activation function transforms the outputs to a probability score for classes {ωc , ωnc }.
• 2-layer conv.: a 2-layer convolutional classifier with 1 additional
convolutional layer of 32 3x3 filters before the 1x1 filters and
softmax activation function.
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• CVA: Only the first two steps of CVA are applied, as the change
detection problem in this thesis only requires a binary classification between unchanged (ωnc ) and changed (ωc ) pixels.
The two convolutional classifiers are trained in a supervised way on
the OSCD training dataset. The number of training epochs is decided
based on the average number of epochs required for convergence of
the CV loss over 3 folds. The CV folds and extracted patches are the
same as in the feature layer selection step. Again, the Adam optimization algorithm and the same data augmentation strategies and training settings as in the pretraining stage are applied, with the exception
of the learning rate in the 2-layer convolutional classifiers. Learning
curves with learning rate 0.001 showed unstable loss (i.e. large oscillations); decreasing the learning rate with a factor of 100 to 0.00001
(1 · 10−5 ) solved the problem and led to better convergence. Change
detection performance is evaluated based on F1-score and AA.
The performance of the self-supervised features on the change detection task is compared to features learned in fully supervised fashion.
The architectures are adapted to training from scratch in the following way: (1) the fully connected classifier in the network for pretext
task 1 is substituted with the 1-layer convolutional classifier, (2) the
1-layer convolutional classifier is placed on top of the absolute difference between the features f13 and f23 in the network for pretext
task 2, and (3) the third branch of the network for pretext task 2 is
discarded. Training is performed in a supervised way on the OSCD
training dataset following the same methodology as the training of
the classifiers, hence, the number of training epochs is decided based
on the average number of epochs required for convergence of the CV
loss over 3 folds.
4.7

change detection with f1-optimization

Optimization of the parameters in the classifiers by minimizing crossentropy loss with the applied weighting scheme results in maximization of the AA, as it balances the accuracy over the changed and unchanged class. The F1-score, however, evaluates performance with
respect to false positives and is not maximized by optimizing crossentropy loss.
The F1-score of networks optimized on cross-entropy loss can be
improved by selecting a threshold different from 0.5 to control the
balance between recall and precision. In this experiment, I aim to improve the F1-score by selecting a threshold for the test set based on
the average of the optimal one for each image in the training set.
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4.8

hardware and software

In all experiments, the PyTorch framework and Python (v3.7) programming language are used for implementation. Training is performed
on a desktop server with a GTX 1080, 8 GB dedicated RAM GPU and
Intel Core i7-6700 with 32 GB RAM processor.
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R E S U LT S A N D D I S C U S S I O N

In this chapter the results of this thesis are presented and discussed.
Section 5.1 starts with an assessment of the dataset quality. This is
followed by a short evaluation of the performance of the networks
on the pretext tasks in Section 5.2. Next, the layer selection results
are presented (Section 5.3), followed by a discussion of the feature
learned by the networks in Section 5.4. Section 5.5 presents the change
detection results and compares the performance with the state-of-theart. Next, the results of the F1-score optimization are presented in
Section 5.6. This chapter ends by highlighting a number of limitations
of this thesis in Section 5.7.
5.1

geometric and radiometric quality of datasets

The geometric registration assessment is based on the translational
shift in the x and y direction required to obtain image alignment.
Starting with the unlabelled training dataset, n=28 image pairs were
removed from the evaluation based on visual assessment of outliers
with an offset of more than 10 pixels in either the x or y direction. The
one-step DFT algorithm was not able to match these images correctly
due to large radiometric differences or presence of clouds. Results
including the outliers can be found in Appendix B. The mean shift
required in the x and y direction is 0.26 and 0.25 pixels, with an
standard deviation of 0.41 and 0.38 pixels respectively (Table 1 and
Figure 13). That is indeed sub-pixel level accuracy. However, image
registration for n=104 image pairs requires a shift of more than 1 pixel
in the y-direction, compared to n=32 image pairs in the x-direction.
The quality of the dataset could therefore be improved by adding a
registration step. That being said, it is expected that it did not influence the outcomes of this research, as the dataset is large enough for
the networks to handle noise introduced by a a small number of misregistered image pairs during training.
Table 1: Summary statistics of required shift in pixels to obtain image alignment in the unlabelled training dataset (n=1490 image pairs).

direction

mean

std. dev.

x

0.26

0.41

y

0.25

0.38
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Figure 13: Required absolute shift to obtain image alignment in the unlabelled training dataset (n=1490 image pairs).

When running the same analysis on the OSCD dataset, a misalignment of more than 1 pixel was found in two image pairs (Figure 14a).
This is an unexpected result, as the OSCD dataset is a benchmark
dataset of supposedly co-registered images [69]. Upon further analysis it was found that this misalignment is caused by a cropping and resampling error in I2 , when using the resampled version of the images,
as downloaded from the DASE portal. This is caused by a mismatch
in size between I1 and I2 . The problem can be resolved by using
the unresampled versions and correction of size mismatch using gdal
warp with bilinear interpolation. Results of the geometric assessment
after correction are presented in Table 2 and Figure 14b and demonstrate that the proposed correction leads to co-registered at sub-pixel
level accuracy for all images. Unfortunately, this error was found after feature layer evaluation and time constraints did not allow for
re-evaluation. However, change detection results are obtained with
the corrected image pairs.
Table 2: Summary statistics of required shift in pixels to obtain image alignment in the OSCD dataset after correcting cropping and resampling
error (n=24 image pairs).

direction

mean

std.dev.

x

0.39

0.29

y

0.28

0.29

In addition to the geometric evaluation, radiometric assessment is
performed. Evaluation is based on per band, pixelwise RMSE of the
DN-values of n=1363 image pairs, excluding all image pairs with a
misregistration of more than 1 pixel in either the x or y direction.
Mean RMSE is in the order of 102 for all but band 10, with a standard
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(a)

(b)

Figure 14: Required absolute shift to obtain image alignment in the OSCD
dataset (n=24 image pairs). a) using resampled version downloaded from DASE portal and b) after correcting cropping and
resampling error.

deviation in the same order of magnitude (Table 3). The mean RMSE
is highly influenced by image pairs acquired under very different
conditions (Figure 15) and hence a large RMSE (i.e. the mean over all
bands is larger than 1000 (Figure 16a)). Image pairs with such high radiometric difference are not present in the OSCD dataset (Figure 16b).
Nonetheless, the mean difference is in the same order of magnitude
in both datasets (compare Table 3 with Table 4). Moreover, this project
aims to learn features that ignore radiometric difference due to acquisition conditions. Image pairs with large radiometric difference provide a strong learning signal and are therefore not removed from the
dataset.
Note how removing image pairs with a misregistration larger than
1 pixel leads to a small bias in the radiometric assessment, for the reason that it was not possible to correctly match n=28 image pairs with
large radiometric difference (as a result of e.g. snow cover in one of
the acquisitions). However, I believe that the radiometric assessment
is valid as the number of image pairs excluded for this reason is small
compared to the total dataset (n=1520). Results including all image
pairs are reported in Appendix C.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 15: Example image pairs (RGB) of the unlabelled training dataset with
high radiometric difference. a) and b) Sochi (Russia). Mean RMSE
over all bands is 1053. c) and d) Angarsk (Russia). Mean RMSE
over all bands = 1842.

(a)

(b)

Figure 16: RMSE of radiometric difference between images in image pairs
in (a) the unlabelled training dataset (n=1363 image pairs) and
(b) the change detection dataset (n=24 image pairs).
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Table 3: Summary statistics of per band RMSE of DN-values (n=1363 image
pairs).

band

mean rmse (dn)

std. dev. (dn)

B1

2.199 · 102

3.530 · 102

B2
B3
B4
B5
B6
B7
B8
B8A
B9
B10
B11
B12

3.094 · 102

3.255 · 102

4.090 · 102

3.794 · 102

4.733 · 102

5.671 · 102

5.749 · 102
5.955 · 102

3.878 · 102

3.446 · 102

3.637 · 102

4.166 · 102

4.271 · 102

4.432 · 102

4.148 · 102

4.897 · 102

2.494 · 102

2.465 · 102

4.751 · 102

3.120 · 102

7.754

4.318 · 102

1.270 · 101

2.672 · 102

Table 4: Summary statistics of per band RMSE of DN-values of the OSCD
dataset after correcting cropping and resampling error (n=24 image
pairs).

band

mean rmse (dn)

std. dev. (dn)

B1

1.330 · 102

4.623 · 101

B2
B3
B4
B5
B6
B7
B8
B8A
B9
B10
B11
B12

2.218 · 102

2.827 · 102

3.907 · 102

3.503 · 102

4.499 · 102

5.454 · 102

5.596 · 102
5.844 · 102

5.114 · 101

7.522 · 101

1.161 · 102

1.050 · 102

1.274 · 102

1.873 · 102

1.724 · 102

2.073 · 102

2.547 · 102

1.498 · 102

5.432 · 102

1.804 · 102

7.104

4.713 · 102

9.864

1.314 · 102
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5.2

pretext tasks performance

Training on pretext task 1 took 15 epochs and the lowest validation
loss was achieved at epoch 12. The validation and test results are
reported in Table 5. The test accuracy was consistently high in both
datasets: in all cases the model was able to correctly predict whether
the patches were overlapping in over 97% of the patch pairs. The
low number of epochs required to reach this high accuracy indicates
the pretext task was easy to solve. Training on pretext task 2 took
21 epochs, achieving the lowest validation loss at 17th epoch. The
loss on the OSCD dataset was slightly higher than on the unlabelled
dataset, as a result of a larger contribution of the triplet loss (Table 6).
I argue that this does not indicate overfitting but rather a domain gap
between the two datasets, since the difference between the validation
and test loss on the unlabelled training dataset is small. A domain
shift can negatively influence the performance of the features on the
change detection task. The value of the loss indicates that a deeper
network might improve performance, potentially also improving the
learned features, which needs to be verified in future work.
Table 5: Performance on pretext task 1. Loss is binary cross entropy loss and
accuracy is expresses in percentage.

dataset

data split

loss

accuracy

Unlabelled

validation

0.043

98.93

Unlabelled

test

0.052

98.28

OSCD

test

0.083

97.67

Table 6: Performance on pretext task 2. The total loss is the sum of L1-loss
and Triplet loss. The separation of the losses is not available for the
validation set.

dataset

data split

loss

Unlabelled

validation

0.120

Unlabelled

test

OSCD

test

5.3

triplet
loss

l1-loss

0.129

0.086

0.042

0.203

0.145

0.057

selection of optimal feature layer for change detection

Table 7 and Table 8 show respectively the average AA and the average
F1-score over the three folds for change detection performed with fea-
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tures fl for layers l ∈ [1, 4]. The features of the second convolutional
layer (l = 2) perform best in all cases, although the difference with
the first convolutional layer (l = 1) is small. The performance of the
deeper layers in the network trained on the pretext task 1 decreases
faster than the performance of the ones trained on pretext task 2. It
is not surprising that features from deeper layers perform worse on
the change detection task, Yosinski et al. [94] have shown that deeper
layers of a CNN are specific to the task and dataset used for training,
while the first layers are general-purpose. This effect has also been
observed when transferring features from a pretext task to the target
task in self-supervised learning [34], [37], [95]. Furthermore, the F1scores are notably low compared to AA, indicating a large number of
false positives.
Based on these results, the second convolutional layer is selected for
the change detection task.
Table 7: Evaluation of features per layer as measured by Average Accuracy
(%) on the change detection task. l = [1, 3] represents convolutional
layers in the branches, and l = 4 is the joint convolutional layer that
receives input from both images. Results are obtained by 3-fold CV.
For each pretext task the best performance is highlighted in bold
text.

Pretext task

l=1

l=2

l=3

l=4

Pretext task 1

74.88

74.92

73.04

72.24

Pretext task 2

75.16

76.34

75.47

Table 8: Evaluation of features per layer as measured by F1-score (%) on the
change detection task. l = [1, 3] represents convolutional layers in
the branches, and l = 4 is the joint convolutional layer that receives
input from both images. Results are obtained by 3-fold CV. For each
pretext task the best performance is highlighted in bold text.

Pretext task

l=1

l=2

l=3

l=4

Pretext task 1

14.47

14.68

13.15

12.42

Pretext task 2

13.25

13.77

13.47

5.4

qualitative evaluation of learned features

In Figure 17 the sum of the absolute differences between normalized
image channels (Figure 17c) is compared with the sum of the absolute difference between activation maps of the convolutional layers
of the first pretext task (Figure 17d to g) and the second pretext task
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(Figure 17h to j) for image pair (I1u , I2u ) with snow cover during the
second acquisition (Figure 17a and b). The snow covered areas show
high radiometric difference between the original image bands. This
difference is notably reduced in all activation maps of pretext tasks 1;
the deeper the layer, the more the radiometric difference is reduced.
In the joint layer (l = 4) almost no difference is left, this could indicate that also the real changes are reduced. I will come back to this
point when I zoom in to a patch with known difference. The activation maps extracted from the network trained on the second pretext
task, reduce the radiometric difference less than those extracted from
pretext task 1. The first layer seems to reduce more radiometric difference than the second and third layer, although the difference is small.
In Figure 18, I zoom in on a patch with known difference (i.e. from
the OSCD training set). This confirms the idea that the deeper layers
in the network trained on pretext task 1 reduce not only the radiometric difference due to acquisition conditions, but also the real changes
on the ground (Figure 18e to h). The features extracted with the second pretext task are increasingly blurred in deeper layers. Further
research is needed to understand the cause of the blurring. These
findings explain the feature selection results, with the best performance resulting from features in the second convolutional layer.
In order to assess whether the networks learned semantically meaningful features, the activation scores for the filters in the second convolutional layer (l = 2) are further analysed. The 6 patches with the
highest activation for each filter are shown in Figure 19 and Figure 20.
They are regrouped to show filters that respond to similar patters in
subsequent rows. While the top 6 patches of most filters show semantic similarity, the most outstanding characteristic of the filter bank is
that many filters respond to similar patters. Note how in particular
the same patch evokes the highest response in 12 filters of the network trained on pretext task 1 and 7 filters in the one trained on pretext task 2. In Figure 21 it is shown that there are indeed a few groups
of activation maps that are very similar to each other, especially for
the first pretext task. This means that the pretext task could be solved
with only a few filters and indicates that the pretext task was indeed
too easy. While this is also the case for the second pretext task, it
is less pronounced. As more divers features are likely to benefit the
downstream change detection task, this offers further indication for
better performance of the second pretext task.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

(i)

(j)

Figure 17: Comparison of features extracted from multitemporal image pair:
(a) I1u , (b) I2u . Sum of absolute difference between: (c) image channels, (d - g) activation maps of consecutively l = 1, l = 2, l = 3
and l = 4 of the network trained on pretext task 1, and (h - j)
activation maps of consecutively l = 1, l = 2, l = 3 of the network
trained on pretext task 2.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

(i)

(j)

(k)

Figure 18: Comparison of features extracted from a patch pair: (a) p1c (Red
Green Blue color channels (RGB)), (b) p2c (RGB), (c) reference
change map. (d) Sum of absolute difference between p1c and p2c .
(e - h) Sum of absolute difference between activation maps of consecutively l = 1, l = 2, l = 3 and l = 4 of the network trained on
pretext task 1. (i - k) Sum of absolute difference between activation maps of consecutively l = 1, l = 2, and l = 3 of the network
trained on pretext task 2.
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Figure 19: Visualization of top-6 activated patches for the second convolutional layer (l = 2) for pretext task 1. The filters are regrouped to
show similar responses in subsequent rows.

Figure 20: Visualization of top-6 activated patches for the second convolutional layer (l = 2) for pretext task 2. The filters are regrouped to
show similar responses in subsequent rows.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 21: Visualization of activation maps in the second convolutional layer.
(a) input patch, (b) activation maps of the network pretraind on
pretext task 1. (c) activation maps of the network pretrained on
pretext task 2.

5.5

change detection performance

In Table 9 the average CV results for the 1-layer and 2-layer convolutional classifiers are presented. The validation learning curves for the
3 folds are presented in Figure 33 to Figure 36. Associated training
learning curves can be found in Appendix D. The validation learning
curves for the 1-layer classifiers show convergence to a stable AA and
CV loss after approximately 100 epochs, although some overfitting occurs in fold k=0 on the second pretext task (Figure 35). The difference
in performance over the folds is smaller in pretext task 2 than in pretext task 1, where especially the fold k=0 performs much better than
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folds k=1 and k=2. On average the best validation loss was reached at
epoch 110 for pretext task 1 and at and epoch 122 for pretext task 2.
The 2-layer classifiers are trained with a smaller learning rate (1 · 10−5
versus 1 · 10−3 ), and as a result more epochs are needed for convergence. On average the best validation loss was reached at epoch 213
for pretext task 1 and at and epoch 243 for pretext task 2. While the
loss stabilized in 250 epochs, the AA in especially the classifier for
the second pretext tasks continued to increase. This indicates that the
performance would probably increase with more training epochs.
Table 9: Average CV results for the 1-layer and 2-layer convolutional classifiers on the change detection task. Loss refers to the cross-entropy
loss and AA is expressed in percentages.
Pretext

Classifier

Epoch

Loss

AA

Task 1

1-layer conv.

110

0.482

79.08

Task 1

2-layer conv.

213

0.498

78.62

Task 2

1-layer conv.

122

0.477

79.90

Task 2

2-layer conv.

243

0.491

79.43

Figure 22: Validation learning curves for the 1-layer convolutional classifier
on top of the features learned by pretext task 1 for the k-th CV
fold. Left: AA, Right: Cross-entropy loss.

Based on the CV results, the 1-layer and 2-layer convolutional classifiers are retrained on the complete training set for respectively 110
and 213 epochs on pretext task 1, and 122 and 275 epochs on pretext task 2. Note that 25 additional training epochs were added to
the 2-layer convolutional classifier for pretext task 2 with respect to
the cross-validation stage. Table 10 lists the change detection results.
The best performance was achieved by the network pretrained on
pretext task 2 combined with the CVA classifier. The triangle threshold yields better F1-scores, while Otsu’s threshold results in higher
AA. Change detection with the pretrained networks, results in most
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Figure 23: Validation learning curves for the 1-layer convolutional classifier
on top of the features learned by pretext task 2 for the k-th CV
fold. Left: AA, Right: Cross-entropy loss.

Figure 24: Validation learning curves for the 2-layer convolutional classifier
on top of the features learned by pretext task 1 for the k-th CV
fold. Left: AA, Right: Cross-entropy loss.

Figure 25: Validation learning curves for the 2-layer convolutional classifier
on top of the features learned by pretext task 2 for the k-th CV
fold. Left: AA, Right: Cross-entropy loss.

cases in higher F1-scores than training from scratch and in all but
pretext task 1 with CVA plus triangle threshold in higher AA. The AA
obtained on the test set with the retrained classifiers is in 3 out of 4
classifiers lower than cross-validation AA. This is unexpected, as the
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retrained classifiers were trained on more training examples, and are
therefore expected to perform better. Change detection with the selfsupervised pretraining results in better performance than supervised
learning from scratch when using approximately the same network,
however, deeper fully supervised state-of-the-art networks perform
better (Table 11).
When looking at the qualitative results (Figure 26), the trade-off between recall and precision becomes evident. For example the best
performing model in terms of AA is able to detect most changes (high
recall), but it is also the model with the most false positives (low
precision) (Figure 26h). On the contrary, the best model in terms of
F1-score is the one achieving the highest precision, but at the cost of a
lower recall (Figure 26e). Which result is better depends on the application, and whether false negatives or false positives are more costly.
Note furthermore that the difference between the two convolutional
classifiers is small. Adding an additional convolutional layer did not
result in obvious improvement in discrimination between changed
and unchanged pixels, even though the AA slightly improved.
Table 10: Change detection results. All metrics are expressed in percentage.
The best performance as measured by each metric are highlighted
in bold text.
Pretext

Classifier

Sensitivity Specificity Precision AA

F1

Task 1

supervised

63.22

85.49

16.47

74.36 24.56

Task 1

CVA+Otsu

67.81

86.15

18.13

76.98 28.61

Task 1

CVA+Triangle

43.27

96.27

34.43

69.77 38.35

Task 1

1-layer conv.

68.42

86.58

18.75

77.51 29.43

Task 1

2-layer conv.

74.66

84.61

18.00

79.64 29.01

Task 2

supervised

58.54

86.54

16.44

72.54 25.68

Task 2

CVA+Otsu

85.64

78.16

15.07

81.90 25.63

Task 2

CVA+Triangle

54.00

96.19

39.10

75.10 45.36

Task 2

1-layer conv.

71.78

87.90

21.16

79.84 32.69

Task 2

2-layer conv.

74.04

86.61

20.01

80.33 31.51

In (Table 11) the results are compared with the state-of-the-art on
the OSCD dataset. While, working with a shallower network (5 layers
versus 9 layers), the best performance approximates the early work
of Daudt et al. [69] and improves upon them in terms of F1-score.
However, the F1-scores are well below later work [73], [96], were especially the precision was improved notably. Both in [73] and [96]
deeper networks with encoding-decoding structure were employed.
Papadomanolaki [96] added LSTM units in the skip-connections to
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improve temporal analysis. This is a clear indication that the architectures employed in this thesis were too shallow to learn the complex
features required to improve change detection. While the second pretext task could be used with a deeper architecture, the first pretext
task already reached near optimal accuracy indicating that a deeper
network would not increase performance.
Table 11: State-of-the-Art results on the OSCD dataset. All metrics are expressed in percentage. The best performance as measured by each
metric are highlighted in bold text.
Method

Sensitivity Specificity Precision AA

Siamese [69]

85.63

85.35

24.16

85.49 37.69

Early fusion [69]

84.69

88.33

28.34

86.51 42.47

FC-EF [73]

50.97

98.51

64.42

74.74 56.91

FC-Siam-Conv [73]

65.15

95.23

42.39

80.19 51.36

FC-Siam-Diff [73]

57.99

97.73

57.81

77.86 57.91

UNet [96]

50.51

98.23

60.80

74.39 55.18

UNet+LSTM [96]

54.78

98.00

59.88

76.39 57.22

5.6

F1

performance of change detection with f1 optimization

Table 12 presents the results of the change detection with F1 optimization. The F1-score increased considerably for each combination
of pretext task and classifier, with a minimum of 8.22% (pretext task
2 and 1-layer conv. classifier) and a maximum of 13.06% (pretext task
1 and 1-layer conv. classifier). The increase is realised by a decrease
in false positives (increase in precision). Note however, how the recall
drops below 50% for all models. Selecting an appropriate threshold
therefore requires careful consideration of importance of recall and
precision for each application. The qualitative results show that the
results are similar for both pretext tasks and classifiers (Figure 27).
Table 12: Change detection performance with threshold optimized for F1.
All metrics are expressed in percentage. The best performance as
measured by each metric are highlighted in bold text.
Pretext

Classifier

Threshold Recall

Precision F1

Task 1

1-layer conv.

0.83

48.49

37.82

42.49

Task 1

2-layer conv.

0.84

37.38

46.97

41.63

Task 2

1-layer conv.

0.86

36.24

46.97

40.91

Task 2

2-layer conv.

0.86

45.87

42.02

43.86
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

(i)

(j)

(k)

Figure 26: Change detection results. (a) I1 (RGB), (b) I2 (RGB), and (c) reference change map. Change maps generated with the following
methods: (d) pretext task 1 + CVA and Otsu thresholding, (e) pretext task 1 + CVA and triangle thresholding, (f) pretext task 1 +
1-layer conv., (g) pretext task 1 + 2-layer conv., (h) pretext task 2 +
CVA and Otsu thresholding, (i) pretext task 2 + CVA and triangle
thresholding, (j) pretext task 2 + 1-layer conv. and (k) pretext task
2 + 2-layer conv. Color legend: white is true positive (ωc ), black
true negative (ωnc ), magenta is false positive and green is false
negative.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

Figure 27: Change detection results with F1-optimization. (a) I1 (RGB), (b)
I2 (RGB), and (c) reference change map. Change maps generated
with the following methods: (d) pretext task 1 + 1-layer conv., (e)
pretext task 1 + 2-layer conv., (f) pretext task 2 + 1-layer conv., (g)
pretext task 2 + 2-layer conv. Color legend: white is true positive
(ωc ), black true negative (ωnc ), magenta is false positive and
green is false negative.
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5.7

limitations

A number of limitations require attention. First of all, an error was
found in two images of the OSCD dataset. While it was possible to
correct the error, time constraints prevented re-evaluation of the layer
selection step. In addition to this error, a mistake in was made when
the OSCD dataset was converted from the original data format to
numpy arrays. Automatic ordering of the input files led to a different arrangement of bands. Specifically, band 8A was placed at the
end. Thus, the first 8 bands (1-8) were in correct order, while the last
5 were not (8A-12). This error was found at the very last day. The
change detection analysis has been repeated with the correct band
arrangement, however, there was no time to repeat the layer selection step. Therefore, the layer selection results are influenced by two
errors. The negative effect of these errors can be quantified by comparing performance on l = 2 (Table 7) for the two pretext task with
those obtained by the CV on the 1-layer convolutional classifier in
the change detection step (Table 9). AA of the latter is higher by respectively 4.16% and 3.56% in pretext task 1 and 2, and the F1-score
increased with 14.74% and 18.92%. The negative effect on the F1-score
seems therefore to be severe. However, the layer selection results indicate that the earlier layers perform better than deeper layers, which
is consistent with existing literature. It is therefore expected that the
error is consistent over all layers, so that the layer selection is not influenced.
Secondly, image pairs in the unlabelled training dataset were selected
randomly from available Sentinel-2 with less than 1 percent cloud
cover. However, as only a small crop of the full tile was used, some
image pairs contain more than 1 percent cloud cover. An additional
cloud detection step could improve the quality of the image pairs.
Another improvement that could be made to the the methodology is
fine-tuning of the network to the change detection task. Fine-tuning
adjusts the parameters learned on one dataset (or task) by training
the network for a smaller number of epochs on the target dataset,
which increases performance of the the final classifier. Two strategies
can be applied, either adjusting all layers or leaving part of the layers frozen, meaning that they don’t change during fine-tuning. In
[94] it is shown that fine-tuning always increases performance if the
target dataset is large enough. In [37] fine-tuning of self-supervised
learned features has been shown to improve object recognition performance over learning classifiers on top of frozen layers. It is therefore expected that fine-tuning of learned features would also increase
change detection performance.
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Furthermore, hyperparameter selection has been performed manually on a small subset of the dataset. It has been shown that automated methodologies, such as random search [97] or Bayesian approaches [98], lead to better performance.
Regarding the architecture, as discussed, state-of-the-art results are
obtained with deeper architectures. While the first pretext task already reached near optimal accuracy, indicating that a deeper network would not increase performance, it is expected that the second
pretext task could improve with a deeper architecture. For example,
Jean et al. [39] learn feature space embeddings based on single timestep image similarity using ResNet-18 branches and a triplet-loss
function. A similar architecture could be expected to improve performance of the second pretext task. Another architectural improvement could be the addition of dropout [99]. Dropout consists of randomly excluding a percentage of neurons from the network during
each training epoch in order to reduce co-adaptation of neurons, forcing the model to learn more robust image representations.
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CONCLUSION

In this thesis two pretext tasks were developed to train CNNs for
change detection applications. The first task requires the network to
predict whether or not a patch pair is overlapping, and the second
task aims to minimize the difference between overlapping patches in
the feature space. The first task uses a single label supervision signal
based on spatially overlap between patch pairs. This signal effectively
solves the task: in over 97% of the cases the model is able to correctly
predict whether a pair of patches extracted from the OSCD dataset is
overlapping. The second task computes similarity between patches in
a patch triplet. Evaluation of this task is based on the combination of
the triplet loss and the L1-loss. Results show a difference of 0.074 between the test splits of the unlabelled training dataset and the OSCD
change detection dataset, suggesting a small domain gap between the
unlabelled training dataset and the OSCD dataset.
The networks trained with the proposed supervisory signals are used
to extract features from multitemporal image pairs for change detection. The learned features are able to reduce radiometric variations
due to acquisition conditions. However, the radiometric difference as
a result of real changes on the ground was also reduced, particularly
in the features learned by the first pretext task. Moreover, the learned
features showed a high degree of similarity, again particularly in the
first pretext task. This indicates that the task was easy, as it did not
require the model to learn more divers features.
It was found that features in the second layer of the networks performed better on the change detection task than features obtained
from deeper layers in both pretext tasks. This is explained by the fact
that deeper layers are more task specific and therefore optimized to
the pretext task. Three classifiers were compared for the change detection task using these features. The best performance is obtained by
pretext task 2 with the CVA classifier, resulting in a best AA of 81.90 %
with Otsu’s threshold and a best F1-score of 45.36 % with the triangle
threshold. Change detection with the proposed self-supervised features results in better performance than change detection with fully
supervised features learned from scratch, when using a similar architecture. However, comparison with state-of-the-art results shows
that deeper fully supervised networks perform better on the same
dataset. As the developed pretext tasks showed redundancy in the
learned features, it is not likely that deeper architectures trained on
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these pretext tasks would result in better features for change detection. Therefore, more complex pretext tasks are required in order to
use deeper networks trained with self-supervised signals.
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R E C O M M E N D AT I O N S F O R F U R T H E R R E S E A R C H

In this chapter some recommendations for further research are given.
State-of-the-art results on change detection tasks, including change
detection on the OSCD dataset, are obtained by siamese FCNs [17],
[33], [67], [70], [71], [73]. To be able to use self-supervised learning
in FCNs, I recommend pretext tasks based on dense classification for
future work. While recent progress in computer vision research could
be used for inspiration (e.g. [38], [56], [57]), I believe the multitemporal nature of the change detection problem and the specifics of overhead imagery require self-learning strategies tailored to this problem.
Such strategies should focus on enhancing change indices, while still
reducing the radiometric variation due to acquisition conditions, in
order to increase the value of the learned features for change detection. It has been shown that difficult tasks result in better performance
on the downstream task. For example, jigsaw puzzles, in which the
relative position of 9 patches is compared [34], perform better than
similar relative position tasks with only two patches [36]. Moreover,
combining jigsaw puzzles with colorization and inpainting performs
better than solving jigsaw puzzles only [58]. The idea that increasing
difficulty and combining tasks boost performance, should be kept in
mind when developing new pretext tasks for the multitemporal domain.
In this thesis, optimization of the classifiers has been preformed with
weights inversely proportional to the number of pixels in each class
(ωc and ωnc ). The resulting in change maps showed many false positives. An interesting follow-up research could evaluate performance
with different weighting schemes, hypothesizing that weighting the
errors in the change class even heavier, would decrease the number
of false positives and hence, increase the F1-score.
In this thesis, the F1-score was improved by optimizing the balance
between precision and recall through selection of different thresholds.
However, it is expected that major improvements can be made if F1scores can be optimized directly. While progress has been made in
that direction [100]–[102], it is not common practice in deep learning
research. Further research in this area could be beneficial for change
detection applications.
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E R R O R F I LT E R I N G

Images for the unlabelled training dataset were downloaded from
Google Earth Engine (https://earthengine.google.com/). Some images showed a specific error in the form of diagonal stripes (Figure 28). Visual assessment of the image quality in large datasets is
time consuming, therefore an automatic error detection method based
on canny edge detection [103] followed by Hough line transform [104]
was implemented to detect the diagonal stripes in the images. The
fact that erroneous images show small variation in the detected line
angles compared to correct images, was used to create a filter for
erroneous images by setting a threshold filter on the standard deviation of the angles Figure 29. The choice of threshold is a trade-off
between the number of false positives (correct images flagged as erroneous) and the number of false negatives (erroneous images flagged
as correct). Here, a low threshold (0.4) was chosen and the flagged
images were manually evaluated to avoid loss of correct image pairs,
however, for larger datasets the manual step can be easily omitted.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 28: Example of images with diagonal band error (RGB)
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 29: Example of erroneous filtering method. a) Erroneous image with
diagonal band pattern. b) Detected lines on image (a). c) Correct
image. d) Detected lines on image (c). The standard deviation
of the angles of the detected lines is respectively 2.22 · 10− 16 in
image (b) and 5.054 · 10− 1 in image (d). With a threshold set at
0.4 image (a) is flagged as erroneous, image (c) is not.
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F U L L R E S U LT S G E O M E T R I C A S S E S S M E N T
U N L A B E L L E D T R A I N I N G D ATA S E T

Image pairs that required more than 10 pixels in either the x or y direction were removed from the evaluation of image registration accuracy, as the alignment algorithm was not able to match these images
correctly due to large radiometric differences or presence of clouds
(Figure 31). Table 13 and Figure 30 describe the results without outlier removal.

Table 13: Summary statistics of required shift to obtain image alignment.

direction mean (pixels)

standard deviation (pixels)

x

4.12

31.53

y

3.04

22.01

Figure 30: Required absolute shift to obtain image alignment.
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Figure 31: Example image pairs of outliers in the image registration assessment (RGB). Each row contains 2 image pairs (e.g. (a) + (b) and (c)
+ (d))
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F U L L R E S U LT S R A D I O M E T R I C A S S E S S M E N T
U N L A B E L L E D T R A I N I N G D ATA S E T

Image pairs with more than 1 pixel misregistration in either the x or y
direction were exluded from radiometric assessment. In Table 14 and
Figure 32 we present the results including the left out image pairs
(n=1520). The average increase of mean RMSE and standard deviation over all bands compared to the results excluding the image pairs
with more than 1 pixel misregistraion is 19.94 and 35.94 DN units
respectively.

Table 14: Summary statistics of per band RMSE of DN-values, including all
image pairs (n=1520 image pairs).

band

mean rmse (dn)

standard deviation (dn)

B1

2.464 · 102

4.209 · 102

B2
B3
B4
B5
B6
B7
B8
B8A
B9
B10
B11
B12

3.324 · 102

3.559 · 102

4.374 · 102

4.065 · 102

4.975 · 102

5.905 · 102

5.992 · 102
6.181 · 102

4.409 · 102

4.109 · 102

4.065 · 102

4.797 · 102

4.727 · 102

4.833 · 102

4.578 · 102

5.244 · 102

2.581 · 102

2.612 · 102

4.862 · 102

3.206 · 102

7.828

4.422 · 102
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Figure 32: RMSE of radiometric difference between images in all image pairs
(n=1520 image pairs).
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C R O S S - VA L I D AT I O N T R A I N I N G L E A R N I N G
C U RV E S O F C H A N G E D E T E C T I O N C L A S S I F I E R S

Figure 33: Training learning curves for the 1-layer convolutional classifier
on top of the features learned by pretext task 1 for the k-th crossvalidation fold. Left: AA, Right: Cross-entropy loss.

Figure 34: Training learning curves for the 2-layer convolutional classifier
on top of the features learned by pretext task 1 for the k-th crossvalidation fold. Left: AA, Right: Cross-entropy loss.
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Figure 35: Training learning curves for the 1-layer convolutional classifier
on top of the features learned by pretext task 2 for the k-th crossvalidation fold. Left: AA, Right: Cross-entropy loss.

Figure 36: Training learning curves for the 2-layer convolutional classifier
on top of the features learned by pretext task 2 for the k-th crossvalidation fold. Left: AA, Right: Cross-entropy loss.
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